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Preface

When we were first confronted with OsiriX and our final goal – to be able to sketch
surface paths on bone structure from within a plug-in – it seemed to be the best
approach to implement an independent 3D surface rendering context on our own;
either directly from scratch, or by fitting a copy of the SRController/SRView pair,
which represents a 3D surface rendering context in OsiriX, into our plug-in. This
also seemed to be the only reasonable way to approach our task, for a number of
reasons, most notably

• up to the time of writing this documentation, there is no interface defined
whatsoever for plug-ins to access 3D data, as generated by a 3D view

• making modifications directly to the OsiriX source code brings unlimited
freedom, but being a home-brewed fork of the original source tree, it is both
hard to maintain as OsiriX is being constantly improved, and it is difficult
to share with others (because it implies that either receivers need to be able
to recompile a customized version of OsiriX, or a huge, custom-built binary
package has to be exchanged, which is required to flawlessly run on foreign
hardware)

However, creating a custom 3D surface renderer comes at a price, too. Much
existing functionality has to be reimplemented, and functionality meant for one
particular type of data visualization and manipulation is spread over different
implementations that are developed independently. The impact of this drawback
became even more apparent when we discovered a new feature in OsiriX’s 3D
surface rendering view, which was the possibility to mark points on the displayed
surface – a key functionality for our plug-in that we were just pondering about.

We finally managed to overcome some limitations of the plug-in interface by ex-
ploiting core functionalities provided by both the Foundation Framework and
Cocoa, as well as the Objective C runtime – we refer to the chapter 7 for more de-
tails. Since then, we have shifted our primary goal a bit away from implementing
sophisticated algorithms for finding geodesic paths, towards the development of
a collection of classes and concepts which can serve as a flexible base for future
work related to our original goal.

Our hope is that others will benefit from the Planning Butler, which, although not
equipped with much functionality for surgery planning yet, might serve as an aid
for educational purposes and maybe even research by providing an environment
for developing and testing algorithms related to surgery planning.

Obada Mahdi
Wolfgang Globke
Philipp Hüthwohl Karlsruhe, April 2006
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Part I

OsiriX

1 The OsiriX software

The OsiriX software is dedicated to image processing of medical data available
in the DICOM format produced by medical imaging devices as CT, MRI, PET, ...,
though it can process many other file formats as well.

OsiriX was (and still is) developed mainly by a group led by Antoine Rosset, a
radiologist at the University of Geneva. It is available only for Mac OS X, both
on Intel and PowerPC processors. OsiriX is distributed as open source software
under the GPL [5] and can be downloaded at the OsiriX web page [9].

The software offers a broad functionality for image manipulation, mostly for 2D
slices of DICOM datasets, but also for the reconstruction of 3D data from these 2D
slices. Among these are volume rendering, 3D surface reconstruction and even
virtual endoscopy. For a more detailed description of OsiriX’s capabilities we
refer to the OsiriX Wiki [10] and the paper by Rosset et al. [14].

As mentioned above, OsiriX is only available for Mac OS X. This is due to the fact
that OsiriX is based on Apple’s Cocoa framework written in Objective C, an object
oriented extension of the language C. Information on Cocoa and Objective C can
be found in the book by Hillegass [6] and on the Apple developer site [1]. Though
Cocoa is used for the user interface of OsiriX and the graphical representations
of 2D DICOM images, the representation of 3D data is done by the Visualization
Toolkit (VTK), which is also available as open source software [18]. VTK is written
in C++, and mixing C++ and Objective C causes almost no problems. As VTK
is an extremely powerful graphics library, it offers many possibilities to extend
OsiriX with tools for manipulation of 3D data representations. OsiriX also makes
use of some other libraries like ITK, Papyrus and a framework for DICOM data,
but we will not need these libraries later on.

2 OsiriX source code

Unfortunately, there does not seem to exist any documentation for OsiriX devel-
opers at all, and the source code is completely uncommented. Because of this, we
want to give a brief overview over those parts of the OsiriX source code that were
of importance for our project, so the reader can get a rough understanding of how
OsiriX works.
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The main data structures in OsiriX are lists of DICOM images read from files.
These image lists can be selected at the start of the program. Internally, each list
consists of an NSArray containing elements of type DCMpix. Certain types of 2D
and 3D windows are associated uniquely with each image list.

As Cocoa strongly suggests the usage of the Model-View-Controller design pattern
(see appendix A.1), most of the functionality of OsiriX is packed into Viewer-
Controller-pairs, e.g. the pair SRView and SRController for a 3D surface model
extracted from the DICOM slices, which we will need later on. One of the most
important classes in this context is the class ViewerController, which is initialized
with a given set of slices and resembles the ”main view” of this set. This class
arbitrates all operations which can be applied to the 2D representation of the
data. It is also responsible for creating and initializing the controllers for the 3D
representations. The windows of the 3D representations are uniquely identified
by a string indicating their type, e.g. @"SR" for the SRController, and a pointer
to the associated set of DICOM images. Some examples of 3D views in OsiriX are

• MPRView - shows a combination of the original 2D slices and a set of 2D slices
orthogonal to the original slices, which is computed by iterating over all
slices from top to bottom,

• VRView - a 3D representation of the data computed by volume rendering,

• SRView - a 3D surface mesh computed by extracting an iso-surface for a
given greyscale value.

The Controller windows corresponding to these views can be accessed via the
FindViewer method of the global appController, which contains a list of the
active views for each image set.

In the following we will focus on SRView, as this class contains a surface mesh
representing the data and hence topological information that can be processed
further by means of geometric algorithms.

There is a unique SRView for each set of DICOM images. It is created as an
attribute of the corresponding SRController when the SRViewer method of the
ViewerController is called. The SRController handles the user input via the
user interface contained in the file SR.nib. It also contains some functions to
convert certain 2D regions of interest (ROIs) into 3D ROIs and vice versa. It also
contains a pointer viewer to its SRView. The class SRView is derived from the class
VTKView, which itself is derived from vtkCocoaGLView. Thus, the input handling
of the SRView-window essentially is defined by VTK and not by OsiriX. SRView
contains the VTK tools to compute the 3D surface representation from the 2D
images. These are the classes

• vtkContourFilter to extract an iso-surface for a given pixel grey-value.
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• vtkPolyDataNormals to compute the normals for the faces of the mesh.

• vtkPolyDataMapper maps polygonal data to graphics primitives.

• vtkActor represents the mesh in the rendering scene.

These classes are used in the changeActor method of SRView. As OsiriX al-
lows the representation of two surfaces extracted from the 2D data from different
grey-values, there are two dimensional arrays for each of these classes. Option-
ally, one can apply some graphic filters to the input data to enhance the quality
of the representation. SRView also provides some methods to pick points on
the surface by using the vtkWorlPointPicker. These points are represented by
vtkSphereActors, their positions, radii and colours are stored in three seperate
NSMutableArrays.

For more detailed information on the VTK classes, see the VTK reference at [18]
or the books be Schroeder et al. [16, 17].

3 OsiriX plug-in interface

The functionality of OsiriX can be extended by writing plug-ins. See appendix C
for a description of how to generate new plug-ins. Primarily, the plug-in interface
was intended to give access to the DICOM data and provide functionality to
work with it. For this purpose, the plug-in interface consists of the following
header files: PluginFilter.h, DCMPix.h, DCMView.h, dicomFile.h, MyPoint.h,
ROI.h and ViewerController.h. The plug-in itself is a subclass of the class
PluginFilter. This class is designed according to the singleton design pattern
(see appendix A.2), i.e. only one instance of each plug-in is created on OsiriX’s
startup, and this instance is reused every time the plug-in is called. Of particular
interest are the following methods within PluginFilter:

• initPlugin - is called at OsiriX startup to allocate memory for the plug-in.

• setMenus - is called once after the plug-in initialization to set the menu entry
for the plug-in.

• filterImage - contains the code to be executed when the plug-in is called.

• viewerControllersList - gives access to the list of ViewerControllers of
the opened datasets.

As plug-ins are not intended to work on 3D representations of datasets, the plug-
in interface does not contain any methods to access 3D viewers. However, in
chapter 7 we describe a workaround.
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Part II

Complex 3D planning

4 The tasks of 3D planning

There is no need to emphasize the benefits of being able to plan an operation in
advance. For 3D planning, one must construct a 3D surface model (in general
a triangulated surface mesh) out of the data given by CT- or MRI-scans. This is
already implemented in OsiriX via VTK’s vtkContourFilter. Further, one must
be able to mark regions of interest on the 3D model. In general, this can be done by
using some graphic primitives like points, curves (or lines) connecting two points
and strips of connected curve segments (”polylines”). The selection of points is
already implemented in OsiriX via VTK’s vtkWorldPointPicker, so what remains
to be done is the implementation of an algorithm for computing a ”good” curve
connecting two given points. Usually, a good choice for this curve is a discrete
geodesic, the shortest curve connecting the two points (see appendix B). In the
following sections, we will briefly discuss some algorithms for the computation
of discrete geodesics.

An example application of these techniques would be the planning of a trajectory
for milling out a piece of bone by a robot.

For a more general description of operation planning, we refer to the MEGI
homepage [8].

5 Discrete geodesic algorithms

For the reader’s convenience, we have summarized in appendix B some of the
mathematical concepts often encountered in articles like the ones cited below.

5.1 A simple Dijkstra

As geodesics are shortest connections between two points, the simplest approxi-
mation algorithm is probably Dijkstra’s algorithm applied to the graph consisting
of the vertices of the triangulated mesh and the edges of its triangular faces. For
a refresher on Dijkstra’s algorithm and some extensions, see Cormen et al [4].

Obviously, the quality of this approximation depends heavily on the coarseness
of the mesh. Only vertices of the triangular faces can be chosen as start and
endpoints of an connecting curve. The advantages of this approach are its speed
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and the availability of a slightly optimized version of this algorithm based on
VTK, written by Rasmus Paulsen [11].

As Paulsen hails from Denmark, in the following a geodanish denotes an approx-
imation of a discrete geodesic computed by an algorithm written by someone
from Denmark.

We chose this implementation for our plug-in, see chapter 7 for details. However,
it would be interesting to implement one of the following more sophisticated
algorithms.

5.2 An exact geodesic path algorithm

The algorithm presented here is to be found in the paper by Surazhsky et al [15].

To compute the exact shortest geodesic from a source p on a triangular meshM to
a second point q onM, one uses a Dijkstra-like algorithm, but instead of searching
a path along the vertices of theM, the algorithm searches over windows on the
mesh edges, i.e. certain intervals that partition each mesh edge. For each of these
windows, the distance to the source point p can be easily calculated an stored.
The shortest geodesic can then be determined by backtracing from q over the
windows to p.

It can be shown that a shortest geodesic can only pass through parabolic points
(which require no special treatment), hyperbolic vertices and boundary vertices.

If a shortest path from the source p to a point on an edge E of M passes no
hyperbolic or boundary points, this path forms a straight line when all the triangles
intersecting the path are unfolded into a common plane. A window W is the
interval on E that is intersected by the pencil formed by these shortest paths
emanating from p (left picture).

p

W

x

y

d0

b0 b1

d1

p

b0

b1

The distance information is stored as (b0, b1; d0, d1; σ), where b0 and b1 are the offsets
of the left and right boundary of the window on E, and d0, d1 are the corresponding
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distances to the source p. σ determines on which side of the edge the source lies.
From this information, the position of the source in the unfolding of the triangles
can be determined by intersecting two circles (right picture).

If a shortest path passes through a hyperbolic or boundary vertex p̃, then this
vertex can act as pseudo-source, i.e. the above procedure can be applied with p

replaced by p̃. Additionally, the distance δ from p̃ to the original source p is stored
for every window using the pseudo-source p̃.

W

p̃

p

δ

}

Given a window on an edge E1, this window is propagated to the edges E2,E3 of
an adjacent face by extending the pencil of shortest paths to one more unfolded
triangular face. If a newly computed window W1 intersects some already existing
window W2 on one of these edges, only that part of W1 is kept that has a smaller
distance to the source p than the corresponding part of W2. If a hyperbolic or
boundary point is adjacent to a newly created window, this point acts as a new
pseudo-source.

The newly created windows are stored in a priority queue ordered by minimal
distance from the source p, i.e.

min
x∈W

dist(x, p).

The window propagation always proceeds with the next window selected (and
removed) from the priority queue. Once the point q is reached, the window
propagtion stops and the shortest geodesic is reconstructed by backtracing over
the windows to p. This is done as follows: For a point x on a window W,
reconstruct the location of the pseudo-source in the plane as described above.
Intersect the line from x to the peuso-source with the edges opposite to W in
direction determined by σ. This gives a new point from which to proceed until p

is reached.

Surazhsky et al [15] use this procedure to compute a geodesic distance function
onM for a given source p, i.e. the algorithm runs over all edges of the mesh. They
also describe the computation of a fast approximation for this distance function,
which works by merging certain windows on the same edge to a single window.
Further, they describe an improved exact geodesic path algorithm using both the
exact and the approximate geodesic distance function.
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5.3 The fast marching method

The fast marching method is a numerical algorithm to compute an approximate
solution of the eikonal equation

(

∂ f (x, y)

∂x

)2

+

(

∂ f (x, y)

∂y

)2

= 1.

The name ”eikonal” is derived from the greek word for ”image”, as this equation
describes the propagation of (light-)wavefronts in the plane.

p

In our setting the ”wavefronts” are level sets of constant geodesic distance to a
given source p. The basic idea is to propagate the level sets of constant distance
in a Dijkstra-like fashion over the mesh, starting at p until the destination q is
reached. The algorithm was originally devised for rectangular meshes, but can
be adapted to triangular meshes. This is described by Kimmel and Sethian [7].

To propagate the level sets, the value of the function are considered on a grid over
the domain of definition, which in our case is given by the vertices of the mesh.
Starting at p, the neighbouring points are added to a priority queue. The procedure
is repeated for the next point selected from this queue, until the destination point
q is reached. The key to the quality of this algorithm (and the main difference to
a simple Dijkstra’s algorithm) lies in a clever criterion for selecting the next point
from the priority queue (see Kimmel and Sethian [7] for details).

Once the geodesic distance from p to q is found, the shortest geodesic from p to
q is determined by backtracing from q to p, numerically solving the differential
equation

dγ(t)

dt
= −grad f ,

for γ, where f is the geodesic distance function determined by the above proce-
dure.
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Part III

PlanB - The Planning Butler

This part of the documentation is dedicated to the most demanding task of our
lab work, which was the development and implementation of an OsiriX plug-in
that can assist in designing trajectories on a 3D reconstruction of bone surfaces.
Our fundamental contribution is the Planning Butler (PlanB) plug-in, which is
introduced in the following chapters.

Chapter 6 briefly lists major design goals and decisions, which were influenced
by certain obstacles we faced in an early stage of our work. To give readers a
rough understanding of how the Planning Butler is integrated into OsiriX from a
user’s point of view, a sample OsiriX session is described, which shows parts of
the user interface in its present state.

Chapter 7 dives more deeply into the internal architecture of the Planning But-
ler. However, where applicable, the focus is on explaining concepts rather than
implementation details, which are spared for the last section. Essential data ab-
stractions are introduced, which represent the ”back-bone” of most computations
and communications that are carried out through a Planning Butler session. This
is the recommended reading for everyone who wants to use PlanB as a base for
implementing own algorithms, or work on PlanB itself.

6 The PlanB plug-in

When developing a piece of software without initially freezing a definitive set
of design goals, many of these design-related issues tend to shift as the project
evolves. This has been especially true for our work on the Planning Butler ever
since we started, and given the little time we had left for implementation, incre-
mentally adjusting our design goals was also quite a natural way to deal with it.
There are, however, two other reasons related to OsiriX. Firstly, due to missing
documentation, we did not have a comprehensive knowledge of OsiriX internals
and associated possibilities/restrictions from the beginning and had to learn from
experiments or reading source code. And secondly, with OsiriX being developed
at a relatively high pace, we found that any dependence on OsiriX code other than
the plug-in API has to be reduced to a minimum. Such dependencies are imposed
by the Planning Butler for being able to access 3D data generated by OsiriX.

So althouth there has not been a fixed set of design goals in the first place, we are
listing some of them here, which we consider to be particulary relevant:
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• create a plug-in for designing/manipulating objects like points and curves
on a surface that represents bone structures, and reuse VTK surface meshes
from an OsiriX surface renderer if possible

• encapsulate all access to OsiriX internals in a bridge-like fashion to solve
maintenance troubles

• try to make the plug-in modular enough to allow others to extend it (with
similar algorithms etc.)

Before disclosing with more detail the internal architecture of PlanB, we are briefly
guiding the reader through a simple ”surgery session”, where a path on a skull is
being designed, in order to provide a first impression of the look-and-feel.

6.1 Installing PlanB

The plug-in can be downloaded at the Planning Butler homepage [12]. Copy the
filePlanB.plugin to the folder/Library/Application Support/OsiriX/Plugins
or to the folder ∼/Library/Application Support/OsiriX/Plugins.

6.2 A sample PlanB session

It is worth noting that the design principles we have applied to the appearance
of the PlanB user interface are not aimed towards usability for the end-user, but
for the developer. As an intended consequence, both structure and collaboration
behavior of interface elements expose parts of the internal plug-in architecture,
which should otherwise be hidden. While this helps developers to observe the
plug-in’s behaviour more thoroughly and have better control when testing their
code, it makes ”normal” operation a bit uncomfortable. However, the effort we
put into adopting well-known design patterns like MVC for plug-in components
should pay offwhen creating additional interfaces that are more suitable for users.

To start PlanB, open a DICOM series and simply push Ctrl-Alt-Apple-b or
choose PlugIns → others → Planning Butler from the menu.
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Now the main dialog of PlanB comes up. At first you see the surgery tab.

The table holds the surgeries connected to this DICOM series. Next, create a new
surgery by selecting ”OsiriX-SR++” from the ”Type” menu.
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Once you press ”Add surgery”, OsiriX’s SR View will open and a sheet will let
you select the desired surface settings. After the SR View was opened, a new
surgery appears in the surgery table. Now select a few points on the 3D surface
and change to the ”ROIs” tab in the PlanB window.

The table of this tab shows the selected points along with their descriptions. Press
”PlanBraeu Composer”.
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The composer window allows you to add or remove points to or from the right
table. The right table holds the sequence of points to be connected by curves on
the surface in the order given by the table’s order. The lower right box contains
setup values for customizing this process.

Press ”Generate”. In the SR View, green lines connecting the selected points on
the surface have appeared. These lines approximate the shortest paths on the
surface.
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7 PlanB source code

7.1 ROI 3D

Within the Planning Butler, all managed ROIs are represented by instances of
concrete subclasses derived from the abstract PlanB ROI3D. This is not an abstract Abstract

ROI3D
root class

class technically, it just does not carry any geometrical information, but serves as
a stub that handles administrative things and defines a basic interface common
to any ROI object. It is also the only interface part of a ROI that is known to our
data representation model, which will be explained in the next section.

Commonly used attributes of a PlanB ROI3D instance are:

• typeTag

A textual type identifier. This is not to be confused with the class type,
which would refer to a technical aspect. It should rather be regarded as a
hint about how this ROI is used. This will be addressed in the description of
PlanB SurfacePoint below and PlanB DataBroker in the following section.

• originTag

May be used to store (textual) information about the origin of a given ROI,
so it is possible to distinguish between ROIs imported from, say, OsiriX, and
such generated by algorithms.

• name

A short textual description or comment (may be empty).

• userInfo

A mutable dictionary that exists solely for the purpose of letting users or
algorithms store context-specific informations, which are not intrinsically
associated with this particular type of ROI.

There is another attribute, the modified flag, which plays an important role in
conjunction with Cocoa’s Key-Value-Observing (KVO) mechanism, for monitor-
ing changes made to a ROI attributes. This topic is discussed further in the context
of our data representation scheme (section 7.2), technical details are covered in
section 7.3.

In addition to standard getter/setter methods for the attributes mentioned above,
there is only one more method defined by the common ROI interface:

- (void) generate
This method has an empty implementation by default. It is part of an
abstract protocol for dealing with complex ROIs that can be specified im-
plicitly : A curve on a surface, for example, is completely specified by its
start- and endpoint, the surface and a definition/algorithm describing how
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two points are connected. However, to be able to actually work with this
curve (visualization/input for another algorithm), it might be necessary to
build an actual representation. This is what generate is for.

The most basic geometric primitive in PlanB is a point, which is represented bySurface
points PlanB SurfacePoint. It was originally meant for points that lie on a surface (hence

the name), but this is not a requirement. Geometric properties of a surface point
include its location (center) in world coordinates, a radius and an orientation
vector (normal), so it is not a point in a strict sense, but more like a landmark with
certain attributes.

The exact meaning of radius or normal is mostly context dependent. They are
included because they are common properties of ROIs that are located at one
particular point. Imagine, for example, a surface point marking an entry point of
a drill hole. In this scenario, parameters could be given by interpreting normal as
drilling direction and radius as diameter. Then, setting the typeTag to something
meaningful like ”DrillHole” would allow to tell it from a surface point (e.g. to
choose a different form of visualization). 1)

Some algorithms need to know where exactly on a given surface mesh sur-
face points are located, in terms of cell IDs and parametric cell coordinates.
These are volatile informations; modifications to a mesh might change at least
the cell ID, even if the mesh geometry at such points remains locally unmodi-
fied. To cope with this problem, PlanB SurfacePoint provides a method called
snapToSurface:ofBroker:useRadius:, which advises a surface point to recal-
culate its position and mesh-specific parametric representation, by finding the
closest point on the given surface. This method is discussed along with technical
details in section 7.3.

1)This might be a very simplified example of a drill hole specification, yet it imparts some
conceptual ideas.
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7.2 Internal structure

As stated previously in chapter 3, the PluginFilter interface has been specifically
designed for plug-ins that operate as a filter that can be applied directly to DICOM
data. Most demonstration plug-ins shipped with OsiriX present exactly this
behavior. As a result, plug-ins that require user interaction normally run in a
document-modal session, which means that any user interaction related to that
particular DICOM series is limited to the plug-in itself until it is dismissed or has
finished its filtering task.

The Planning Butler, however, works in a different way. The following diagram
outlines the structure of the plug-in in an informal way.

It can be thought of as an interactive session, much like 3D surface or volume
rendering views as offered by OsiriX. In order to manage a similar interactive be-
havior for sessions launched from a plug-in, additional administrative efforts are
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required to keep track of currently running sessions. The Planning Butler achieves
this by an abstraction that we refer to as a (Surgery) Session, implemented by
PlanB Session. An instance of this class provides all context necessary for run-Sessions

ning an interactive session as mentioned above, so all that is left to do upon
plug-in invocation is to find the appropriate session instance, maybe creating a
new one, and to bring up its main dialog window. Effectively, the PlanB class with
its inherited PluginFilter API is merely used as a trampoline to launch Surgery
Sessions.

Looking at Surgery Sessions from a distance, instances of PlanB Session (with
their unique PlanB DialogController instance that manages the main dialog
window) could be identified as controller objects in MVC terms.2) Now, what
about the data model? Instead of having one opaque ”data center” object that
holds all data operated on in a Surgery Session, we chose an approach that allows
better integration into OsiriX and the ability to work with different data sources.
The basic idea is to have several lightweight collection objects that are designed toData

brokers keep track of both PlanB ROI3D instances and a set of meshes (which make up the
associated geometry context), but can be extended through subclassing in order
to serve as bridges to different data models, mapping external data structures to
PlanB ROI3D instances and vice versa. We refer to these objects as data brokers.

All data brokers provide information (ROIs, meshes) through a common interface
defined by PlanB DataBroker, but it is up to concrete implementations how that
information is obtained. The most common way data brokers work is by receiving
data from an external data source, which could be a static source like a file or
database, but could also be, for example, a ROI collection residing in OsiriX,
which is subject to changes at run-time. It is the responsibility of a data broker to
deal with particular properties of their data source. Some possible strategies for
dealing with external data sources are:

1. Broker-initiated communication : When requested, a broker contacts its
source to receive all available information, making copies as necessary. Once
its information repository is up-to-date, it ”hangs up” and does not hear from
its source until this procedure is initiated again.

2. Permanent connection : A broker keeps being in touch with its source perma-
nently. After a connection is established, it has to initially collect available
information, like mentioned above. However, instead of terminating the
connection, the connection is kept alive to receive notifications if informa-
tions have changed, thus making notification-based updates to its repository.

Another particulary interesting aspect in the design of data brokers is their ability
to communicate with each other and share their information. Since all brokers
share a common interface and data representaton, this concept exists in addition to
”external data sources” and is somewhat specialized for helping brokers to work

2)See the Model-View-Controller pattern in Appendix A.1.
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as peers, supporting the idea of a modular design inside PlanB. With just one actual
data broker being implemented at the moment, namely PlanB OsirixSRBroker,
these communication features are not used at the moment and are still in a very
early stage of development. However, some functions do have a rudimentary
implementation, that is why we describe them here anyway.

These communication aspects are reflected in the common PlanB DataBroker
interface. Relevant methods supporting this are:

• (void) attach

(void) detach

Advises a broker to establish (attach) or terminate (detach) the connection
to its data source(s).

• (void) populate

This method is meant to do the job described as broker-initiated communi-
cation above, i.e. it has to be reimplemented by specialized brokers, who
should poll their source here. In addition, the default implementation from
PlanB DataBroker can be called. This will issue a request for other brokers
to share their information. Brokers that are willing to share their informa-
tion can in turn answer such requests by ”feeding” the requesting broker
through calls to offerROI3D:owner: (see below). populate is not meant to
automatically establish a connection by calling attach itself, this has to be
done before.

• (void) offerROI3D:owner:

Like mentioned above, this method is called by brokers in response to
a PlanB:BrokerCallForROI3Ds notification. The default implementation
clones the offered ROI and adds it to the receiver’s ROI3D list.

• (void) addROI3D:

Called to add a ROI3D to the receiving broker, who will issue a change
notification to inform other brokers about it. This method will also set up the
broker to monitor the ROI3D’s modified flag using Key-Value-Observing
techniques. When being notified about a ROI change, this information
is converted to a change notification, which can then be propagated to
other brokers. It would also be possible to modify the external data source
accordingly.

• (void) removeROI3D:

This will remove the given ROI3D from the broker’s list and stop monitoring
its changes. In addition, a change notification is issued, to inform others
about the removal.

• (void) setPropagationStrategy:(NSString*)strategy

This can be used for controlling if and how ROI update notifications are
propagated to other brokers. Have a look at the class reference for more
information.
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• (void) commit

For propagation strategies that collect change notifications but do not auto-
matically propagate them, calling this method will do so, maybe coalescing
similar notifications.

We would again like to stress that many of the ideas described so far should be
regarded as suggestions that we considered to be useful, with an eye on integrating
PlanB into OsiriX, but they should by no means be considered anything near
mature. To show how some of these ideas can be applied in practice, we are now
going to describe a specialized data broker: PlanB OsirixSRBroker.

7.2.1 PlanB OsirixSRBroker

Now it is time to leave the vague territories of blurry concepts and approach a
specialized data broker, the OsiriX-SR broker (PlanB OsirixSRBroker), to showOsiriX-

SR++
broker

how things work in practice. This broker connects to an external data source,
namely a SRController/SRView pair of OsiriX, which represents a 3D surface
renderering context for a given DICOM series, and its job would be

• to provide access to OsiriX-style 3D points, which can be set using the ”point
tool” in a surface rendering view, by providing suitable representations in
the form of PlanB SurfacePoint instances

• to provide access to surface meshes used in the SR view

• in case of a permanent connection, to recognize changes made to either the
points or meshes

To understand how an OsiriX-SR broker synchronizes its ROI repository with
OsiriX’s surface renderer, one has to know how these objects are stored and
updated. Basically, both the SRController and SRView instances each have their
own arrays for storing information about 3D points, and they take care to keep
these arrays consistent, which means that one particular index into any 3D point
related array of SRController or SRView refers to the same point. Some relevant
instance variables are listed in table 1.

These arrays can be thought of as one compound data structure with several at-
tributes for each 3D point. Upon initialization, they are built by importing any
ROI that represents a ”2D point” (a point that is given by (x, y) coordinates on a
particular slice), calculating its position in 3D space and setting up array elements
accordingly. Any further change can be initiated either by the SRView when the
user manipulates points in the surface rendering view, or by ROI change notifi-
cations sent from another source, like the corresponding DCMView (the 2D view
showing plain DICOM slices, which also has ROI editing capabilities). SRView-
initiated changes are issued as part of an event handling process and are propa-
gated down to the SRController, which will finally post a notification to share
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SRController variable Content
roi2DPointsArray corresponding ROI instance
sliceNumber2DPointsArray slice number where ROI is defined (double)
x2DPointsArray x coordinate (double)
y2DPointsArray y coordinate (double)
z2DPointsArray z coordinate (double)

SRView variable Content
point3DPositionsArray (x, y, z) coordinates (double[3])
point3DRadiusArray point radius (float)
. . .

Table 1: Some instance variables of SRController and SRView related to ROIs,
with type specification for NSValue-wrapped scalar/compound types. Variables
shown in boldface are actually accessed by PlanB OsirixSRBroker.

the news with other observers; changes initiated by a ROI change notification are
in processed in the opposite direction.

Knowing the whole updating process and related data structures, we can now
understand what an OsiriX-SR broker does to maintain its ROI list:

• At least when connecting for the first time, the ROI repository has to be
populated. Like the name implies, this is done in populate: Relevant arrays
mentioned above are examined, creating PlanB SurfacePoint instances for
each imported 3D point. Each newly created surface point is tagged by set-
ting up an entry named osirixROI in the userInfo dictionary, which holds
a reference to the corresponding ROI instance from roi2DPointsArray. This
way it is possible to identify surface points that were imported from OsiriX.

For convenience and performance, these surface points are also stored in
an array (instance variable osirix3DPoints) that has the same index map-
ping, e.g. surface point at osirix3DPoints index i corresponds to 2D point
represented by the ROI at roi2DPointsArray index i.

populate will also take care to recognize any points that have already been
imported before, like in a previous invocation. This works in conjunction
with attach by checking aforementioned osirixROI entries.

• When connecting to its data source (which is done in attach), the OsiriX-
SR broker subscribes to ROI change notifications posted by OsiriX to get
informed about updates. Such notifications are handled appropriately by
adding, removing or updating surface points as neccessary.

In addition, the ROI3D list is scanned for surface points that are tagged with
an osirixROI entry in their userInfo, as mentioned above. If some of them
do, this means that we are reconnecting and already know some of the ROIs.
This is handled by partially setting up the internal osirix3DPoints array,
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with placeholder values at indices which hold yet unknown ROIs. This
helps populate to detect which points are already known.

We have not mentioned the surface meshes so far. They are updated in a very
similar manner, once in populate, and updates are recognized based on notifica-
tions. In OsiriX, surface meshes are not part of the actual data model, but of the
visualization, so we just have to synchronize with SRView here. However, there is
a little problem, because OsiriX does not send notifications when changing surface
meshes. Luckily, there is a way to emulate such notifications, which we are briefly
discussing here.

Changes to surface meshes are made only in the changeActor: method of SRView,
which itself is called only from ApplySettings: in SRController). The latter
is an action method associated with the ”OK” button in the Surface Settings
sheet, which is where users choose isosurface parameters for a surface rendering
view. We are using some functionality of the Objective-C runtime to redirect
calls to ApplySettings: to our own method in PlanB OsirixSRBroker, invoke
the original handler and then synchronize our mesh list. This might sound a
bit fancy, and in fact, it is. We have encapsulated the low-level stuff of this
method interception technique into a NSObject category, so it is easier to be reused
elsewhere, without having to care for too much technical stuff. It is described in
section 7.3.2.

7.2.2 The PlanB ROI3DComposing protocol

The obvious way to create a new ROI is to directly interpret user interaction and
build a ROI instance as necessary, like it is the case when defining surface points,
simply by pointing the mouse to the desired location and clicking with the ”point
tool”. For more complicated objects like polygons or curves, a more sophisticated
user interface is required, which has detailed knowledge about the objects that are
being edited. As we have postponed the development of our own, independent
3D user interface, we decided to implement the creation of e.g. a simple surface
curve in a way so that it is defined in terms of existing ROIs, namely surface points.
In other words, a surface curve is composed from an ordered list of surface points
that represent the control points of the curve.

This kind of operation – selecting a sequence of ROIs and applying a certain op-
eration, like generating another ROI from it – appeares to be such a common task
that we decided to define a simple protocol for classes that offer such functionality.
The reason, however, why such a formal protocol is desirable, is not just that it
describes common functionality; any such operation is likely having some config-
urable settings (that is, parameters controlling how a certain action is performed),
and it takes a reasonable amount of time creating and maintaining a custom user
interface for every different operation. Now the goal of the proposed protocol is
to define a simple interface for providing just enough self-describing information
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as to make it possible to have an universal configuration dialog for every class
that conforms to that protocol. Having the possibility to use a universal dialog
box saves time when developing and testing algorithms, yet it still allows to create
customized dialog boxes as more convenient wrappers for the end-user.

The formal protocol definition is contained in PlanB ROI3DComposing.h. Any
class can adopt this protocol to offer ROI3D-processing capabilities conforming
to it. The actual gain, however, unfolds in conjunction with some kind of central
user interface component that understands the protocol and lets the user edit
any configurable settings. A simple example of how this can be implemented
is provided through our PlanB DialogController, which can be made aware of
PlanB ROI3DComposing-compliant classes by a registerComposer: message, and
allows to select composers and edit associated settings as part of the PlanBraeu
Composer sheet (see page 16).

The protocol itself is pretty straigtforward. The main method,

- (void)composeROI3DType: (NSString*)roiType
withSettings: (NSDictionary*)roiSettings
fromROI3Ds: (NSArray*)roiList
forBroker: (PlanB DataBroker*)broker ;

is meant to do the actual work, which would be to perform ”some operation”,
denoted by roiType, on a list of ROI3D instances (roiList), according to given
roiSettings. The broker parameter provides the context, and would be the broker
which to add any newly generated ROIs to.

Other methods provide information about which values for roiType are valid,
what configurable settings exist for a given roiType (along with default values),
tooltips for each setting, and a method to validate settings edited by the user. The
following brief descriptions are taken from the source documentation:

- (NSArray*)composableROI3DTypes
Returns a list of NSStrings that describe what actions can be performed by
the receiver (valid values for roiType), usually a list of ROI3D type tags.

- (NSDictionary*)composerSettingsForROI3DType:(NSString*)roiType
Returns a dictionary describing configurable settings for the given roiType.
The layout of the dictionary of configurable settings is rather simple. Keys
correspond to the name of a settings, and its value is either a NSString, a
NSNumber wrapped number or an NSArray. If it is a string or a number, that
value represents the default. If it is an array, the value can be chosen from
one items in the array, the first item being the default.

- (NSDictionary*)composerTooltipsForROI3DType:(NSString*)roiType
Returns a dictionary containing tool-tip text for configurable settings re-
turned by composerSettingsForROI3DType:.
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-
(BOOL)validateComposerSettings:(NSMutableDictionary*)roiSettings

forROI3DType:(NSString*)roiType
badValues:(NSMutableDictionary*)badValues

Checks whether settings given in roiSettings are applicable. This method
will check the roiSettings for ROI3D type roiType. It returns YES if all values
seem to be valid, NO otherwise. If badValues is not nil, bad values are
reported by placing an entry into that dictionary.

The idea is that this method is always called before passing a settings dictio-
nary to composeROI3DType:withSettings:fromROI3Ds:forBroker:, either
for reporting bad values (returning NO), or to correct any bad values to rea-
sonable ones (changing the roiSettings input and returning YES). There
is no need to implement this method any more complicated than returning
just YES.

7.3 Technical details

7.3.1 Using VTK from within OsiriX plug-ins

Although we have taken care not to impose any further requirements for manual
adjustments or dependencies on OsiriX (other than those of any other plug-in),
there remains an issue related to freely using VTK functionality, which needs some
special attention when building PlanB from source code.

The actual problem lies in the fact that OsiriX is statically linked against the VTK
libraries, and that – because of the way static linking works – only those parts of
VTK which are actually used by OsiriX are included in the program executable,
and thus will be available to plug-ins. Whenever there are symbols missing, the
dynamic linker (dyld) will report on the console log which symbols could not be
found.

There are two different solutions to this problem: The ”clean” way would be
to rebuild OsiriX, linking it with dynamic VTK libraries. This would enable the
dynamic linker to load required symbols on demand. However, this would restrict
the plug-in to only work with custom builds of OsiriX, which is one of the things
that should be avoided. The other workaround requires a little hacking with the
VTK libraries. The procedure is as follows:

• Find out which symbols are required by the plug-in but not included in
the OsiriX executable, by examining the console log and looking for any
messages from the dynamic linker about not being able to look up certain
VTK symbols.

• Find out in which of the VTK libraries the symbol is defined, as well as
in which object file within that library. The static VTK libraries are dis-
tributed with the OsiriX source in the sub-directory Binaries/VTKLibs
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and are named libvtk*.a. Those static libraries are actually collections
(”archives”, hence the extension ”.a” ) of object code files (ending in ”.o” ).
To list the contents with all symbols of a library archive or object file, the nm
command line tool can be used.

• Extract the object code files that define the required symbols from the library
archive. Because we are dealing with so-called ”fat libraries” here (libraries
that contain code for different architectures, ppc and i386 ), one needs to split
the library into architecture-dependent parts, extract the object files, and
remerge the object files into universal object files (this is so we can build our
plug-in as universal binary, which will run on both PowerPC- as well as Intel-
based Macs). We made a small shell script, extract-o.sh, which makes this
step a bit more convenient. For example, for extracting a universal object
file vtkPolyDataSource.o from the library archive libvtkFiltering.a, you
can just run extract-o.sh libvtkFiltering.a vtkPolyDataSource.o.

• Add the extracted object file to the Xcode project as one of the libraries/object
files to be linked to the target executable.

Adding an object code file to the plug-in might cause further undefined symbols
to be reported by the dynamic linker. In that case, these steps have to be repeated
until no more undefined symbols remain.

One might think that the same result can be achieved by just specifying the whole
library containing missing symbols to the linking process. However, there will
almost certainly be symbols that are already defined in OsiriX and would be
resolved at runtime. The result with linking whole VTK libraries would be that
those symbols are duplicated, which can lead to unpredictable results.3) The
method mentioned above, while being annoying, will always work, because the
granularity of the linker for including symbols from static libraries or not is always
whole object code files, as opposed to whole libraries or single symbols. It is very
important, though, to extract object files from exactly the same VTK libraries as
those the OsiriX executable has been built with.

We have reported this issue on the OsiriX-Developers mailing list (osirix-dev on
Yahoo!Groups), but there has been no further comment.

7.3.2 Intercepting calls to foreign methods

The PlanB MethodHooker augments NSObject by a collection of class functions
that can be used to hook into method calls of other classes.

The concept of method hooking offered by PlanB MethodHooker provides a way
to intercept invocations of particular methods of a class. This concept works

3)We have experienced such problems. They are hard to detect, we had cases where calling
setter-methods just had no effect whatsoever, leading to further problems.
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much like Objective C’s categories, which can also replace existing method im-
plementations of a class, except that with categories alone it is not possible to
obtain the original implementation location of replaced methods. In other words,
replacement methods installed using a category cannot chain to the original im-
plementation.

The Planning Butler, for example, uses method hooking to observe certain mes-
sages that are sent to certain objects, like the ApplySettings: action message sent
to a SRController when the user clicks ”OK” in the Surface Settings sheet. It
is desirable to perform additional actions after this message has been sent, like
updating surface meshes, but the original functionality should not be affected.
This works by installing a hook on ApplySettings:, which will yield control to
a particular method of the class that installed the hook. Within that hook han-
dler, which should have a compatible argument list and return type as the original
method, it is then possible to call the original implementation and store any return
value. Before returning from the handler, it can also perform whatever actions
necessary, like chaining to a callback handler.

Obtaining the object instance that wants to receive such a callback from a hook
handler needs some additional work, because the hook handler is executed in the
same context as the original method. The effect is that self points to an instance of
the hooked class and cmd is the selector of the original method, which might differ
from the exact selector of the hook handler. The PlanB MethodHooker assists in
implementing such callbacks by providing functions for registering/unregistering
callback objects and looking them up.
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Part IV

Appendix

A Design patterns

In software engineering, a design pattern is a reusable template to solve often
occuring problems.

Pattern are abstract solutions for abstract problems (or rather certain categories
of problems) that do not directly transform into code. See [13] for a catalogue of
design patterns.

A.1 Model-View-Controller

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern is a high level pattern to seperate
the data, the user interface and the control logic of a program, so each part can
be changed without impact on the others. This pattern recognizes three kinds of
objects:

• Model objects hold the data of an application and the logic to manipulate
them. In a perfect world, the model objects would not be concerned with
any representation details of the data but solely with its storage and ma-
nipulation. But, alas!, as reality would have it, this strict separation is not
always feasible.

• View objects are responsible for displaying and editing the data in a con-
sistent way. As the view objects need to be notified of a change in the data,
but must not access the the model objects directly, they need to be notified
by generic messages sent by the model objects.

• Controller objects are responsible for handling user interaction, accessing
and updating the model in an appropriate way. They often handle the
propagation of changes in the model objects. In general, controllers are
application specific and the least reusable part of the code.

A.2 Singleton

The singletonrestricts the number of instances of a certain class to exactly one.
The class itself is responsible for managing its only instance and preventing the
creation of another one.
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The singleton pattern is applicable when one instance of a class is needed and it
must provide access to a global resource.

Typical examples for singletons are objects used for logging, communication or
data access.

A.3 Bridge

The bridge pattern is a structural pattern used to separate an abstraction from its
implementation, so both can be changed independently of each other.

This pattern is useful when a certain implemention should be used by multiple
objects, or when abstraction and implementation should be extensible, and a
change of the implementation should not have any effects on the clients using the
abstraction.

B A mathematical teaser

In this section we will briefly describe some mathematical concepts often encoun-
tered when dealing with representations of three dimensional surfaces. Although
we did not use all of these concepts in our project, their knowledge is helpful for
the understanding of many geometric algorithms.

For a more detailed exposition we refer to the book by Boehm and Prautzsch [2]
or do Carmo’s book [3].

B.1 Curves and surfaces

A smooth parametric surface S ⊂ R3 is given by the image of

s(u, v) =
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, (u, v) ∈ [u0, u1] × [v0, v1] ⊂ R2,

where x, y and z are differentiable functions.

A parametric curve on a smooth surface S is given by

c(t) =
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∈ S, t ∈ [t0, t1] ⊂ R,
where x, y and z are differentiable functions.
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The tangent vector of c at the point c(t) is

c
′(t) =
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and we usually think of this vector as tacked to the point c(t). A curve is called
regular if c′(t) , 0 for every t.

The tangent plane at a point p ∈ S is the plane spanned by the tangent vectors
c′(0) of all curves on Swith c(0) = p.
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If c is at least two times differentiable, a local coordinate frame in every point of
c is given by

x1 =
c′

‖c′‖

x2 = x3 × x1

x3 =
c′ × c′′

‖c′ × c′′‖
.

The curvature of c is

κc =
‖c′ × c′′‖

‖c′‖3
.

The curvature can be visualized as the inverse radius of a sphere which has smooth
contact with the curve at the point c(t).

c(t)
c
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κ
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At a point p ∈ Swe set

κ1(p) = max{κc(0) : c(0) = p}

κ2(p) = min{κc(0) : c(0) = p}

and define the Gauß curvature K at p by

K(p) = κ1(p)κ2(p).

We call the point p ∈ S

• hyperbolic, if K(p) < 0,

• parabolic, if K(p) = 0 and κ1 + κ2 , 0,

• elliptic, if K(p) > 0,

• flat, if κ1 = κ2 = 0.

elliptic point

hyperbolic point

parabolic point

The famous theorema egregium by Gauß states that the Gauß curvature K is
preserved by local isometries of smooth surfaces.

As a consequence, a neighbourhood of a point p with Gauß curvature K , 0
cannot be unfolded smoothly into the euclidean plane.
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B.2 Geodesic curves

Let v and w be vector fields on Swhich assign to every point p ∈ S a vector in the
tangent plane at p. The covariant derivative of v in the direction of w is defined
by

∇wv = Dwv − 〈Dwv|n〉n,

where n is the normal vector of the tangent plane. So the covariant derivative is
the projection of the directional derivative Dwv on the tangent plane.

A geodesic curve γ on S is a curve with the property

∇γ′γ
′|γ(t) = 0

for all points γ(t) along γ. This means that a geodesic has curvature only orthog-
onal to S, but not tangential to S.

For an arbitrary curve c on S, the derivative c′ describes the change of direction
along c as seen by an outside observer in R3. The covariant derivative ∇c′c

′

describes the change of c as experienced by an observer moving along c on S. If
the curve is a geodesic, the observer moving along c will not notice any change.
In this sense, geodesics are a ”natural” generalization of straight lines in the plane
to arbitrary smooth surfaces.

The geodesic curvature
κg = κc sin(β)

measures the deviation from the geodesic property, where β is the angle between
the vector x2 of the local coordinate frame of c and the normal vector n of the
tangent plane. We have κg = 0 everywhere if and only if the curve is a geodesic.

x1

x2

β
n

n

x1

x2

β

κg = 0

κg ! 0
non-geodesic c

geodesic γ

An object moving on a surface S traces out a geodesic if there is no external
force influencing its movement. The geodesic curvature indicates if there is an
acceleration of the object to the left or the right (depending on the sign of κg).
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The shortest curve connecting two points on S is always a geodesic, although not
all geodesics are shortest curves between any two of their points.

B.3 Discrete geodesics

In geometrical computations a representation of a surface Swill often be given by
a triangular meshM, i.e. a union of triangular faces such that the intersection of
two different faces is either empty, or consists of a common point, or of a common
edge.

A discrete curve or path c onM is a sequence of connected line segments on the
faces ofM. It is obvious that the concepts based on the notion of differentiability
of from the previous section cannot be adopted to meshes and discrete curves.

c

M

Unfortunately, one cannot find a discrete counterpart to geodesic curves that
perserves all the properties mentioned in the previous section. Therefore, several
different definitions of discrete geodesics have been given. A shortest (discrete)
geodesic is a discrete curve of minimal length between two given points onM. A
straightest (discrete) geodesicγ is a curve onMwith vanishing discrete geodesic
curvature κg, defined by

κg(p) =
2π

θ

(

θ

2
− θr

)

, p ∈ M,

where θr is the sum of incident angles to the right of γ at the point p, θl is the sum
of angles to the left of c and θ = θr + θl.

γ

θl,1
θl,2

θl,3

θr,3
θr,2

θr,1 p
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Straightest geodesics have θr = θl everywhere. A vertex of a triangular face ofM
is called

• hyperbolic, if θ > 2π,

• parabolic, if θ = 2π,

• elliptic, if θ < 2π.

Obviously, the interior points of a triangular face are always parabolic.

These definitions are related to the corresponding definitions for smooth surfaces
via the theorem of Gauß-Bonnet from differential geometry (see do Carmo [3]).

Only the triangular faces around a parabolic vertex ofM can be unfolded into a
common plane.

C The plug-in stub

Some basic steps for creating your new plug-in are described in the Plugin Manual
primer that can be found at plugins/PluginsManual.pdf. It suggests that the best
way to start a new plug-in is to just take an existing one, like DuplicateFilter
(which is particulary simple), and rename things as neccessary.

This renaming process can be quite annoying, especially if you are just tinkering
around and do this several times (like we did). In order to make this process a bit
more convenient, we offer a semi-automated solution, which consists of

• the plug-in stub, which is basically a copy of the DuplicateFilter plug-in,
but with occurrences of the word ”Duplicate” substituted with some more
meaningful, unique tokens of the form conf XZY (where XYZ is the token
name), including occurrences in path and file names.

• two bash scripts for substituting these tokens with user-defined content.

These shell scripts4) take the content of the environment variable with the same
name as the token (without the ”@”) as replacement text for a particular token, that
means, e.g., @conf NSPrincipalClass@ is replaced by $conf NSPrincipalClass.

Now most of the renaming process has come down to setting up environment
variables and running the script rename-plugin.sh, which is described below.

Here is a short overview what tokens currently exist and what they are for:

4)These scripts are available at the Planning Butler homepage [12].
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• conf NSPrincipalClass: The most important parameter – it is used to tell
the plug-in which is the principal class, which for OsiriX plug-ins would be
the class that also contains the filterImage: method.

• conf MenuTitles: This is the text that appears in the plug-in menu of OsiriX
(the category is determined by conf PluginType). If your plug-in provides
multiple menu entries, please edit the Info.plist file manually to add more
items.

To get an idea what tokens are found in files inside the current directory and
which value they would be assigned, use the --list-confvars parameter. For
example, running it from within the PluginStub directory might look like this:

omahdi@nostromo PluginStub $ ./baptize.sh --list-confvars

conf_Bar=""

conf_MenuTitles="PluginStub"

conf_NSPrincipalClass="PluginStub"

conf_PluginBasename="PluginStub"

conf_PluginIconFile=""

conf_PluginName="PluginStub"

conf_PluginTarget="PluginStub"

conf_PluginType="other"

conf_PluginVersion="1.0"

conf_author="omahdi"

conf_date="12/18/05"

Ignore the conf Bar variable, it comes from a comment in rename-plugin.sh.

Some of these values have been detected to be empty or undefined and have been
assigned default values. If you like to know how these defaults are calculated,
you can either have a look the the beginning of baptize.sh, or just run it with
the --list-defaults parameter. This instructs baptize.sh to parse itself for any
defaults definition and print those definitions along with the resulting values to
the standard output, like this:

omahdi@nostromo PluginStub $ ./baptize.sh --list-defaults

conf_author=‘whoami‘ ("omahdi")

conf_date=‘date +"%x"‘ ("12/18/05")

conf_PluginVersion="1.0" ("1.0")

conf_PluginType="other" ("other")

conf_NSPrincipalClass="PluginStub" ("PluginStub")

conf_PluginBasename="${conf_NSPrincipalClass}" ("PluginStub")

conf_PluginTarget="${conf_PluginBasename}" ("PluginStub")

conf_PluginName="${conf_PluginBasename}" ("PluginStub")

conf_MenuTitles="${conf_PluginBasename}" ("PluginStub")
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Note that the last four variables are not statically assigned the ”PluginStub” value,
but default to the content of other variables, namely conf NSPrincipalClass and
conf PluginBasename, which itself defaults to conf NSPrincipalClass. Thus, if
you want to create your new plug-in, you can just give a new value to the latter
to change them all.

Here is a small example, it is self-explanatory:

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ export conf_author="Obada Mahdi"

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ export conf_NSPrincipalClass="MyNewPluginBase"

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ export conf_PluginBasename="MyNewPlugin"

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ export conf_MenuTitles="My new plugin"

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ export conf_PluginType="imageFilter"

You can call baptize.sh with --list-confvars to check out the new settings:

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ ./baptize --list-confvars

conf_Bar=""

conf_MenuTitles="My new plugin"

conf_NSPrincipalClass="MyNewPluginBase"

conf_PluginBasename="MyNewPlugin"

conf_PluginIconFile=""

conf_PluginName="MyNewPluginBase"

conf_PluginTarget="MyNewPluginBase"

conf_PluginType="imageFilter"

conf_PluginVersion="1.0"

conf_author="Obada Mahdi"

conf_date="12/18/05"

To actually rename the plug-in, call rename-plugins.sh. It is basically an invo-
cation of baptize.sh --baptize, but also gets a sed program which is then used
to transform filenames. It will show how file names are renamed and print a
reminder that you have to edit the InfoPlist.strings file yourself.

omahdi@nostromo MyNewPlugin $ ./rename-plugins.sh

./@conf_NSPrincipalClass@.h -> ./MyNewPluginBase.h

./@conf_NSPrincipalClass@.m -> ./MyNewPluginBase.m

./@conf_PluginBasename@.xcodeproj -> ./MyNewPlugin.xcodeproj

./@conf_PluginBasename@_Prefix.pch -> ./MyNewPlugin_Prefix.pch

Done.

Note that you still have to edit English.lproj/InfoPlist.strings. It is a text file
in unicode. Just edit it directly from within Xcode, or use any other unicode-aware
text editor.
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